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Abstract
The electron microprobe producestwo-dimensionalimagesof elementaldistributions by
displaying X-ray photon-causedpulses on a cathode ray tube as the electron beam scans
the sample.The usefulnessof the microprobe in mineralogy, diminished by this inaccurate
qualitative elementalrecording method, increasessignificantly with quantification of twodimensionally collected X-ray intensities. A simple intemrpt circuit added to the microprobe's electron beam scannerdefinesthe raster rate for a data collection computer. The
computer, monitoring the X-ray spectrometersthrough counters, collects X-ray intensities
at peak and backgroundspectrometerpositionsfrom a rectangulargrid of2,0fi) points from
singleor multiple rasters. Standards,scannedin the samemanneras analytes,give a grid of
X-ray intensities defining a least-squaresfitted surfaceto compensatefor areal defocusing
of the spectrometers,and to quantify samplecomposition. Smoothing eliminates spurious
intensities causedby counting statistics and samplesurfaceirregularities. Measurementof
up to eight elements per sample permits first-principles matrix corrections with massabsorption coefficients,etc. The computer groups the 2000data points into compositional
families to make matrix correction calculationspractical. The computer plots contour maps
of elemental distributions or ratios with or without matrix correction and quantification.
Compositional mapping enhancesthe probe's areal sensitivity and utility.

distribution of the calcium concentration in the
Introduction
The electron microprobe determines in-situ ele- large triangular zoned plagioclasecrystal located in
mental composition and distribution for minerals on the lower half of Figure 2. Although the dots in
a microscopic scale, presenting quantitative X-ray Figure I give a reasonableoutline for the crystal,
information about elemental concentrations on the the plagioclase zoning is barely discernible. Supersurface of polished specimens. An electron beam imposed dots are not distinguished so that small
scans the surface of the sample, three different areas of high calcium concentration are not identiways: spot, line, or rectangular area. The spot and fied. The low density of the dots, even within the
line modes produce quantifiable elemental concen- area covered by the crystal, makesthe resulting dot
trations but recording techniques usually limit the image statistically unreliable. Increasing the numpresentation of areal elemental distribution to dots ber of dots by slowing the frame rate or by increasing the electron beam current exacerbatesthe probon a photograph.
The inadequacy of the standard microprobe as a lem of superimposed dots. The dot photographs
quantitative areal elemental analyser is illustrated give inaccurate elemental concentrations because
through an example. Figure I shows a typical the need to produce enough dots to be statistically
elemental distribution X-ray dot picture. Each dot satisfactory conflicts with the necessity to reduce
representsa detectedX-ray photon characteristicof the number of dots to avoid dot overlap.
Should quantitative areal analysis be possible,
calcium. The relative density of the dots shows the
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nique called "content mapping" which grouped
counts from a 50 x 50 grid of points into intensity
ranges. A pulser used the rangesto modulate the
brightness of a cathode ray tube on a logarithmic
scale.Other methods,usuallyapplyingphotographic techniques, produce dot photographs to give
multiple exposure and color-coded imagesto show
elemental distribution (Ingersoll, 1969;Hitchings,

re76).

Fig. I . Beam scannerdot photographof calcium distribution in
a zoned plagioclasefeldspar.

the increasedsensitivity,easeof interpretation,and
quantitative results would make such a technique
useful in a variety of mineralogicaland petrological
applications.Also, contour maps of elementalconcentration ratios would indicate important mineralogical zoning and microchemistry of geological
samples.
The purpose of this researchwas to investigate
the problems and requirementsof areally analyzing
rock and mineral sampleswith the electron microprobe and the collection and modification of X-ray
intensitiesto give quantitativeelementalconcentrations in rock or mineral specimens.
Several previous attempts have been made to
quantify areal elemental concentrations with the
electron microprobe. The collection of locationspecific X-ray intensitieshas been introduced but
no methodsto convert X-ray intensitiesto elemental concentrationsresulted.Researchemphasishas
been on the improvement of the display on the
beamscanner oscilloscope. Birks (1971) showed
how X-ray intensities collected from a grid of points
using a multi-channelanalyzerproduce a perspective dot topograph on an oscilloscopewhen the
vertical displacement of each dot is determined by
the intensity of the X-rays at the correspondinggrid
position of each counting channel. A related method displays iso-intensitycontours drawn manually
on a grid of X-ray intensities printed by a teletype
from multichannel analyzer data. Combining line
and raster modes,Heinrich (1964)produceddeflection and intensity modulated lines, starting at
obliquely displacedpoints, suggestinga topographic image. Tomura et al. (1968)introduced a tech-

None of these older methods relate sampleX-ray
intensities to standard X-ray intensities; none
acount for X-ray fluorescence,absorption, or atomic number effects;noneconsiderspectrometerdefocusing at image edges nor allow subtraction of
backgroundX-ray intensities.
This paper describes the conception, development, and examples of contoured areal electron
beam microanalysis.
Experimental
Instrumentation
We used a Philips PH 4500 electron microprobe
microanalyzerreferred to subsequentlyas the EM.
The EM has four focusing curved crystal X-ray
spectrometersand a beam scannerto record X-ray
spectra. All functions of the EM are standard and
non-automated.There were no modifications to the
EM except to add a small electronic circuit to the
beam scannerto sendsomeof its timing pulsesto a
computer.
To collect X-ray data and to perform the other
tasks necessaryfor areal mapping,we used a Hon-

Fig. 2. Photomicrographof the plagioclasecrystal of Figure l,
showingzones.CrossedNicols.
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Fig. 3. Electronic circuit to transmit timing signalsfrom an EM beam scannerto a computer.

mental X-ray line or its background. The EM must
raster the beam while sendingbeam position information to the computer. The computer, through the
counters, must collect data on the grid over the
rastered area. The computer has to accumulatethe
counts in an array, one number per element (or
spectrometer) for each square of the grid.
The X-ray intensities collected thus are neither
qualitatively correct nor acceptable for mapping.
Statistical errors of the X-ray photon counts and the
surface topography of the sample introduce spurious apparent concentration highs and lows from a
chemically uniform sample, requiring more or less
smoothing to help remove small-scale, spurious
concentration highs and lows. At magnificationsof
500x or below, spectrometersbecomedefocusedat
extremes of the beam raster, generating a curved
intensity surface over the scanned area. To make
intensities a function of element concentration, the
curved intensity surface must be corrected or normalized to a plane of uniform relative intensity over
the whole area. Elemental concentrationsfrom the
areally collected X-ray intensities require matrix
and other corrections to derive concentration functions. Unfortunately, it is impractical to correct the
intensities from each grid square individually because the correction computation requires about 10
seconds for each square. Practicality demands a
Methods
correction strategy to shorten calculations to a few
The experimental procedures and problems can minutes. Finally, the ability to make areal concenbe summarized as follows. Data collection requires tration contour maps also allows presentation of
that an EM spectrometer be positioned on an ele- element ratio maps which for many problems

eywell H316 minicomputer,designedfor real-time
on-line data aquisition. The computer, with a small
plotter attached, accumulatedX-ray intensities using four 24-bit binary counters, one for each spectrometer.
The modification to the EM to permit it to
communicate its status to the computer is shown in
Figure 3. This small circuit, or a variation of it, will
allow any older EM to do areal mapping. Newer
EM's provide necessarysignals as standard options. To produce the pulsessent to the computer,
the circuit of Figure 3 differentiates the time-based
sawtooth from the vertical (Y) deflection generator.
When the differential becomes negative at the end
of the vertical sweep, a pulse goes to an interrupt
line of the computer. The circuit operatesthe same
way on the horizontal (X) time-based sawtooth.
except that it sendsa pulse on another intemrpt line
to the computer. The horizontal sweep pulse tells
the computer that a new line has begun.By comparing the number of horizontal lines since the last
vertical return sweep to the number of horizontal
lines per image, the computer determines the Y
position of the microanalyzer electron beam. Using
the elapsed time since the last horizontal retrace,
the computer determines the X position of the
electron beam.
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FLOW DIAGRAMI

Fig. 4. Calculation flow summaxyof data collection and data
processing to produce qualitative or quantitative concentration
contour maps.

should be the most useful data presentation method.
The following sections detail the problems and
procedures to obtain elementalconcentrationmaps.
Figure 4 summarizesthe calculation flow.
X-ray intensity collection
To collect areal X-ray intensities the electron
beam must move with respectto the sample.This
relative motion can be effectedin two ways, electronically or mechanically. Mechanical beam tracking collects X-ray data while the sample is moved
under a stationary electron beam. Electronic beam
tracking collects X-ray data as the electron beam
rasters over the surface of a stationary sample. In
the electronic mode the beamscannercontrols the
beam motion, thereby forcing a particular data
collection rate. We investigated both methods but
present only the electronic tracking method. Each
method has advantages.
To collect data using electronic beam tracking,
one must coordinate computer and beam scanner
action. The electron beam can be timed as it moves
over the stationary sample under control of the
beam scanner. Because the beam sweep rates are
very stable, timing of the beam is an accurate
method of locating beam position. Accurate location of the beam requires determining precisely the
point at which timing begins in relation to the

position of the electron beam. The horizontal return
sweep initiates the time defining the X position of
the electron beam and causesan intemrpt pulse to
the computer. The vertical return sweepdefinesthe
Y position of the electron beam and also generates
an intemrpt pulse to the computer.
After the horizontal interrupt, the X-ray photon
counters must be read consecutively causing the
sample squaresfor each elementto be offset slightly
with respect to each other. The greatest relative
shift is less than a width of a line on a contour map
and can be ignored. The computer sums intensity
data from eleven horizontal sweepsto generateone
row of matrix data, giving a representativesampling
of the total squarearea on the samplesurface. A 50
column by 40 row data matrix was chosen for
scanning after experimenting with various matrix
sizes ranging from 30 x 24 to 100 x 80. A smaller
number of squaresresults in insufficient resolution
on the contour map. A larger number of squares
reduces the counting time per square necessitating
much longer data accumulation times.
On the oscilloscope the rectangular image widthto-height ratio is five to four, the same as the data
matrix dimensions. At a frame rate of one per
minute, chosen for a combination of convenience
and resolution, the electron beam spendsapproximately one minute on the samplearea displayed on
the oscilloscope,or about 0.03 secondsper sampling grid square. The X-ray count rates determine
the number of frames necessaryto generateenough
counts per grid square so variations in X-ray intensity due to elemental concentration differencesare
not masked by poor counting statistics. A larger
number of frames results in reduced statistical errors but causes blurring of sharp concentration
edgesdue to electron beam drift in the EM column,
especially at high magnifications. No significant
blurring occurs on our EM with 25 frames or less at
magnificationsof 2000x.
Smoothing X-ray intensity data
Smoothing the X-ray intensitieseliminatesmost
of the variations due to statistical effors and small
scale sample topography. To remove statistical and
topographic variations but avoid smoothingout real
variations in elementalconcentration, the computer
checks the eight immediate neighboring matrix
points. If all the points fall within two standard
deviations of the value of the central point, Gaussian smoothing is applied to the central point. If any
of the surrounding points fall outside the admissible
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homogeneoussmooth sample showed X-ray intensity variation with beam position best describedby
a downward openinghyperbola or parabolawith the
maximum value at the center of the line. At differNormalizing X-ray intensittes
ent Y positions there is little variation in the horiIn the scanningmode, detectedX-ray intensityis zontal distribution curves although the maximum
a function of element concentration and beam posi- X-ray intensity shifts horizontally as a linear function on the sample. A normalizing procedure re- tion of Y. A least squaresfitted third-order surface
moves the position effect, making the X-ray intensi- function seemedto describe the variation in X-ray
ties comparable for all points on the scannedarea. intensities over the sample surface without introDuring spectrometer alignment on the microana- ducing spuriousvariations:
lyzer, the electron beam operatesin the stationary
I"(x,y) : ?r f a2x * a3! I aaxz* a5xY+ auy'
or spot mode, locating the beam at the center of the
r a7x3+ asx2y+ a"xy'* aroy3 (1)
visible rastered area. When a spectrometeris fully
focused, the bombardedspot on the sample,focuswhere I"(x,y) is the intensity of the standard at
ing crystal and detector slit are all on the focusing
coordinates x,y and a1is the constant coefficientfor
circle. The plane of the focusing circle is perpendicith term. The X-ray intensity sutfacesvary in shape
ular to the plane of the sample. The finite width of
with the element, spectrometer and magnification,
the crystal and the detector slit generatea seriesof
requiring a standard surfacefor each different comfocusing circles in parallel planes to give a focusing
bination of these variables.
cylinder. The trace of the focusing cylinder on the
sample surface is a line close to the Y deflection Data grouping for ZAF correction
axis.
We may compute the concentration of an analyte
When the beamscannergeneratesan X-ray image
in a sample:
of a homogeneoussample, the focusing cylindersample surface trace appearsas a ridge of higher Xray intensity. As the electronbeam scansfrom the
I.(x,y) Fa
left to the right of the image, it passesthrough the
focusing cylinder surface. When the electron beam where s and A refer to the standard and unknown
hits the sample at a point on the focusing cylinder- analyterespectively,and C, I, and F are respectivesample surface trace, the spectrometeris in focus. ly the analyte or standard element concentration,
As the beam moves away from the focusing trace, X-ray intensity, and number of frames (number of
the focus deteriorates and the X-ray intensity mea- scans over the image area). This first approximate
suredby the spectrometerdecreases.At low magni- concentration is adjustedfor matrix effects: absorpfication (<500x) the X-radiation detectedmay be- tion, secondary fluorescence and atomic number
come negligible when the electron beam is at the effects (ZAF).
right or left edge of the image.
Calculation of the matrix or ZAF correction
The radiation drop-off rate dependsmostly upon could be excessivelytime consuming.The applicathe degree of perfection of the analyzing crystal tion of the X-ray ZAF corrections would take up
used. An imperfect analyzing crystal allows greater several hours if each point in the data matrix were
angular divergence of reflection of a particular X- treated separately.Resultsfrom the ZAF correction
ray wavelength and can detect X-rays from a great- might be satisfactory when correction factors, caler width of the sample than a spectrometerwith a culated for one point, are applied to compositionalmore perfect crystal. Increasedimperfection of the ly similar points.
To form compositional families, the computer
crystal reduces the resolution of the spectrometer
while increasingthe thickness of the focusing cylin- gf,oupsthe points according to the first concentrader wall. On our EM one mica crystal is more tion estimates for each element measured.A comnearly perfect than the others. This mica crystal position identifier is constructed for each of the
resolves close X-ray peaks at the expenseof a rapid 2000 sample points from the normalized X-ray
intensity drop-off towards the right and left edge of intensity data. Each composition identifier is a 16
an image.
bit data word consisting of 8 bit-pairs. The location
X-ray photon imagescollected from an area on a of the bit-pair within the data word identifies the
range, a significant concentration slope is indicated
and no smoothing occurs. Points on the edge of the
intensity matrix are not smoothed.

: C,(x,y)
Ca(x,y)
+9+ +

Q)
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element while the values stored in the bit-pairs 00,
01, 10 and 1l representthe ranges0-20, 20-50, 5080 and 80-I00Vorespectively of the maximum concentration measured for that element on the analyzed sample surface. Many points will have the
same composition identifier suggesting similar
though not necessarilyidentical composition. Each
diferent composition identifier representsa unique
compositional family of known average composition.
The number, and concentration ranges of the
families depend on the maximum concentration
value of each element in an analyzed sample. If a
point on the sample indicates a 100%value for an
element, that elementwill be split into the rangesof
0-20, 20-50, 50-80 and 80-100%o.If the maximum
for an element is only 60% at any point on the data
map, that element will be split into the ranges0-12,
20-30, 30-48 and 48-60%. This limiting method
ensures that the four-way grouping of an element
creates smaller, compositionally more accurately
defined families.
It is also possible to group families assumingnonzero concentration minima for one or more ele_
ments, further improving the representationof compositional families; however, doing so complicates
programming.
The ZAF comection
The absorption, secondary fluorescence, and
atomic number effects (ZAF) are the matrix effects.
We used for the ZAF correction a modified and
abbreviated version of the eepeN2 program (Hadidiacoset a|.,1971).The largesizeof enneN2,due
to the extensive data matrices, made it impractical
to execute on the H3l6 computer. Since only a
small fraction of the esraN2 data was needed. the
data matrices were replaced by a small routine that
would use only the necessaryinformation for each
element. The rest of the program was streamlined.
The program generates a composite correction
factor for each analyzed element in the samplefor
the effects of absorption (FJ, fluorescence(F.) and
atomic number (F,). The analyte concentration at
any point x,y is given by
ca : R

:{"
lsFA

.(F"F,F,).

(3)

"..
Correction factors are determined for each compositional family once. The resulting factors are applied to all the points on the sample having the

compositionalidentifierfor that compositional
familv.
Elemental ratioing
In many geologic applications the absolute quantities of certain elementsare not as important as the
ratios of two or more elements.This ratio can often
identify areas composed of a particular mineral or
show zonation by emphasizingfluctuations in concentrations of alternating replacement elements
within a mineral. The sum of the concentrationsof
two elementsmay also be useful.
The resulting map of ratios can be contoured by
the mapping program. The generalform of the ratio,
R. is
R:k

c*d'
where a, b, c, and d representelementsidentified
by their spectrometer number and k is a scale
factor. One or more of the identifiers a, b, c or d
may be equivalent or left blank resulting in the
following possible combinations:
a.
b*c

a

r

---l-1,

a+D

a
I

D

a+ b

r

----l-

a+c

a+b

r

-

a

a*b

anq

-

c

If either numerator or denominator goes below 10
percent of its maximum value, the ratio is set to
zero to avoid unpredictableratios when counts near
background give poor counting statistics. If both
identifiers in the numerator or the denominator are
left blank, a "l" is substitutedas the value used in
the calculation. This results in the additional combinations:
I a*b
-]a , -]-,
-----:- and - I
I I
l
a*b

.

Results
In the following presentation of compositional
maps, quantitative contour specificationshave been
removed from the maps for reproduction. Concentration highs are indicatedby 'H' and lows by 'L'.
Ilmenite in magnetite-dots versus contours
Figures 5 through 7 show comparative presentations of X-ray scan data from an ore specimen.The
sample comprises a cluster of ilmenite crystals in
magnetite. Figures 5 and 6 show the iron distribution, while Figures 5 and 7 show the titanium
concentration in the ilmenite. The variation in X-
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not visible using photographic techniques. Line
scansacross the sampleconfirmed continuous variation of iron and titanium from the interior to the
boundary of the ilmenite crystals shown in both dot
photographs and maps.
N ormalizing int ensity data

Fig. 5. Beam scannerdot photographsofiron and titanium of
ilmenite crystals in magnetite. Top, iron dot pattern. Bottom,
titanium dot pattern defining ilmenite crystals.

ray photon intensity from iron is barely discernible
in the dot photograph of Figure 5. Figure 6 shows
the very close correlation between the low iron and
high titanium concentrations in Figure 7. The contours in Figure 7 occur at intervals often percent of
the highest titanium concentration, starting at zero
titanium concentration. In Figure 6 a different contouring method has been applied. Since both ilmenite and magnetite contain iron but in different
amounts. the lowest iron concentrationservesas a
base for the contours which are spaced at ten
percent intervals between the lowest and highest
concentration values of any point on the map. This
latter technique accentuatesthe difference in iron
concentration between ilmenite and magnetiteareas
and shows small variations in iron concentration

Figures 8, 9 and 10 illustrate normalization to
correct for spectrometer defocusing' Figure 8
shows the relative intensity surfacefrom a pure iron
standard. The off-center location of the highest
point on the standard surface suggests that the
spectrometer used to collect the data defocused
asymmetrically and was focusedin such a way as to
maximize the minimum count rate on the entire
surface rather than maximizing the count rate of the
center of the image. Figure 9 shows distribution of
measured X-ray intensities from a cross-sectionof
the inside edge of a steel tube corroded by geothermal brines. The lower, blank part of the image
shows no iron within the tube. The upper part
shows the X-ray intensity distribution as measured
by the computer. Normalizing producesthe surface
shown in Figure l0 by dividing eachpoint on Figure
9 by the corresponding point on Figure 8. On the
normalized surface there is little change in iron
concentration within the section of the map representing the steel tube. The lower concentration of
iron in the central part of the tube in the image is
real and this anomaly may have been the causefor
the increased corrosion of the edge of the tube
immediately below. The normalization tends to be
less reliable at the right and left edgesof the image
due to increasedstatistical variation as a percentage
of measured concentration.
Topographic and compositional effects on X-ray
intensity contour maps
Using a more accurate numerical method to portray composition in two dimensions accentuates
detrimental effects such as the focusing effect that
dot photographssubdue.Two effects shown plainly
with contouring are topography and atomic number
effects.
Figures 11 and 12 illustrate the effect of sample
topography on X-ray intensities recorded by spectrometers at opposite positions relative to the sample. The sampleof Figures 11 and 12 constructed
for this purpose, comprisesa cross sectionof a steel
tube containing a steel wire. Polishing caused a
relatively soft silica-aluminum gel betweenthe wire
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Fig. 6. Contour map of iron content of ilmenite in magnetiteas
in Figure 5. Low iron content in elongateilmenite crystals and
high iron content in magnetite.

Fig. 8. X-ray intensity map of a flat surface of pure iron at
500x showing defocusing of spectrometer over the scanned
sample surface.

and the tube to form a slight depression in the
sample surface.
The computer-collected iron X-ray intensities,
using two opposing spectrometers (goniometers),
give contour maps showing high iron X-ray photon
counts in the lower left (tube) and upper right (wire)
corners. The contours are drawn at ten percent
intervals up to the maximum count for each map.
The contours in Figures lla and llb differ most
below 20 percent and above 80 percent of the
maximum count. At low iron concentration the
contours should be little affectedby counting statistics. The count error is a large percentage of the

mean count but a small percentageof the constant
contour interval. However, comparing the maps
shows that there is a significant difference between
the location of the low contours. The lower contours in the lower left part of Figure llb are farther
into the gel zone than the correspondingcontours in
Figure 11a. Conversely, in the upper right corner
the low contours in Figure 1la have moved into the
gel zone relative to Figure 1lb. The shifting of these
low contours is due to the shadowing and fluorescence effects of the raisediron edge.As the electron

/\

H

v/, L

Fig. 7. Contour map of titanium content of ilmenite in
magnetite as in Figure 5. High titanium content in elongate
ilmenite crystals.

Fig. 9. Contour map of iron concentration along the crosssection of a tube wall of a geothermalsteamconduit, uncorrected
for spectrometerdefocusing. Uniform iron concentrationabove
interface shows apparent concentrationgradient to right and left
of a concentration high to the right of center. Note correspondence with gradientsof Figure 8.
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Figure 9, corrected for defocusing.The concentrationsurfaceis
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Fig. 12. Pathsof electron beamand X-rays and resulting X-ray
intensity for iron interface in upper right ofFigures lla and llb.
(a) Paths of electron beam and emitted X-rays relative to
measuring goniometers. (b) Relative X-ray intensity measured
by each goniometer.

greatly in absorption coemcients and fluorescent
beam scans over the sample surface, the beam- yields.
sample interaction point disappearsbehind the iron
Mapping of a zonedfeldspar
edge depending upon the relative position of the
An example comparing an elemental contour
detecting spectrometer. Figure 12 schematically
with a dot-photograph of a zoned plagioin
diagram
illustrates the effect for the upper right boundary
illustrates the advantagesof the confeldspar
clase
Figure 11.
Figure 13 shows the calcium contouring
method.
on
An analogous effect occurs and is displayed
produced
using data from the same
map
centration
contour maps of topographically smooth samples
in Figures I and 2. This
shown
the
area
on
crystal
near boundaries of two compositions where one
and shows the
interpreted
map
is
easily
contour
composition differs from the adjoining composition
relationship between the calcium concentration and
the light and dark zones in the crystal on the

L/

A

/H/

)("
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Fig. 11. Iron concentration in areas having two sharp iron
interfaces as measured by two opposing spectrometers
(goniometers). Iron surface is topographically higher than
A(OH)3-SiO, gel between. (a) goniometer I measuring from
lower left; (b) goniometer 2 measuringfrom upper right.

Fig. 13. Calcium concentration map of part of the zoned
plagioclase crystal of Figures I and 2. Two high-calcium
concentrations near crystal edgesare calcium silicate inclusions
in ground-masscrystals.
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The coordinates of the points are determined by
normalizing the average concentration value of
each element range for the family. Sometimesthis
method generatesa point (open circle) outside the
actual range of the family, i.e., family 112, Figure
14, but usually it is closeenoughto give reasonably
accurate elemental correction factors.
Figure 15 shows how the reduction of the maximum concentration affects the number, location
and size of the families. The maximum concentration values for Co, Ti and Cu are 85, 70 and,B}Vo
respectively.The numberof familiesin this ternary
system has increasedto 31 and each has a smaller
compositionalrange.
We examined the maximum errors introduced by
matrix correction by family for a Co-Ti-Cu alloy,
Fig. 14. Compositional families in the ternary system Ti_Co_ and they appear to be smaller than systematic and
Cu, allowing 0-100% of each component. The family is random data collection
errors. Cobalt absorbs
designatedby a three digit number indicating the compositional
CuKa
radiation
resulting
in
enhancementof CoKa
range for Co, Ti and Cu respectively. The lowest composition
radiation
intensity.
Titanium
absorbs both CoKa
range value is zero, the highest is three. Open circles represent
and CuKa radiation but in differing fractions. Given
compositions lying outside their families.
the first approximations of the elementalconcentrations the ZAF program calculates the composite
correction factor for each element. When the maxiphotograph in Figure 2. Two peaks, showing very mum
of each elementin the test samplevaries, the
high X-ray intensities to the right and left of the ZAF program generates
the composite correction
crystal on the contour map represent two small factor at avanety points
of
on the triangular coordiinclusions of calcium silicate. These inclusions nate system.
Figure 16 showsthe valuesand distriwere too small to generateenoughadjacent dots on bution of the
composite correction factors for the
the photo in Figure I to allow them to be identified. element Co
over the0-100% compositionalrangeof
The extreme proximity of the contours identifying the elements
Co, Ti and Cu.
each inclusion indicates that the source of the Xrays lies within the boundaries of only one or two
sampling squares. The inclusions are really very
much smaller than indicated in Figure l3 illustrating
one weaknessof the method.
ZAF corrections on compositionalfamilies
Before illustrating the application of ZAF correction to produce a quantitative map, we present the
results of grouping X-ray data matrix corrections
into compositional families.
Figure 14 shows the families occurring in a normalized three element system which exhibits absorption and fluorescence.Each elementoccurs in
concentrationsrangingup to l00Voand is split at the
20, 50 and,80Voconcentrationlevels. The numbers
identify 19 families and the range of the element
concentrations for each family.'The family 210
contains 50-80% Co,20-50Vo Ti and 0-20% Cu. A
dot identifies the compositional point at which the
ZAF correction factors are generatedfor the familv.

Fig. 15. Compositional families in the temary system Ti-CoCu, allowing compositional rangesof 0-85, 0-70 and VB\% for
Co, Ti and Cu respectively.
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Fig. 16. ZAF correction factors for cobalt in the ternary system Ti-Co-Cu.

For an alloy containing concentrationsrangingup
to l00Vo for each element, the family ranges and
factor calculation points are distributed as shown in
Figure 14. SuperimposingFigure 14 on each of the
elemental correction factor diagrams, the range of
factors within each family, and the factor applied to
that element in that family, can be determined.The
deviation of the factor applied at a point from the
"correct" factor at that point determinesthe error
in the resulting concentrationvalue. Table 1 lists
the maximum error in the correction factor within
each family representedin Figure 14.
The errors in Table I show that the factor errors
for Ti and Cu are within acceptablelimits for EM
analysis.Severalofthe errorsfor the cobalt correction factor appear unacceptable.However, the cobalt concentration at the points producing the greatest errors is near zero so that the error in the overall
sample analysis is not significant. The error in the

cobalt correction factor decreasesrapidly for points
that contain more significant quantities of cobalt.
Although the correction factors for the families
and ll2 are calculatedat a
identified as l2l,2ll
point outside the area covered by the family, the
maximum factor errors are not only within but at
the low end of the range of errors for the other
families.
concentrationsof each of
In most samples, 100%o
the analyzed elements are unlikely within a small
samplearea. Dependingupon the sampleinvestigated. the maximum distributions as indicated for
Figure 15, 85VoCo, TOVoTi and 80% Cu may be
more realistic. When Figure 15 is superimposedon
Figures 16 and 17, the maximum effors obtained
for the families are significantly smaller than the
results from Table 2. In most families the average
error in the factor applied to the elementalconcentration is less than half the listed maximum error.
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Table 1. Maximum errors in correction factors for compositional
families in Ti-Co-Cu system. Each element occurs in maximum
concentrationsof 100percent.
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Table 2. Maximum errors in correction factors for compositional
families in Ti-Co-Cu system. The maximum concentration of
each element is TiJ$%. Co-85%. Cu-8IVo.
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men was StainlessSteel 308 welded by Inconel g2.
We then analyzed the weld boundary area where
the steel had dissolved into the inconel and the
inconel had diffused a short distance into the steel.
Significant compositional values are as follows: inconel-72 .DVoNi, 3.IVo Fe, 20.0VoCr.; stainless
steel-l0.0Vo Ni, 67.0% Fe,20.7Vo Cr. Figure 17
shows the map of nickel concentration at the
boundaryofthe weld. Correctpercentages
ofnickel
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Fig. 17. Quantitative analysisof Ni at weld boundary between
Inconel 82 (top) and Steel 308 (botrom). Steel dissolved in
inconel. Contour numbersrepresentweight percent. Numbers in
parenthesesare weight percent without ZAF correction. Circled
numbers are "true" weight percent.

Compositional mapping works well and works
with minimum modification to an EM. All but the
data collection programs can be written in ponTRAN.The method is easily applicableto old EM's
but is most suited to the newer EM's. Our laboratory now uses compositional mapping for about
50Voof our EM work.
For new EM's with integral computers, no hardware modifications are necessary to do compositional mapping. At least one of the new EM's has
analyzing crystals that have a rocking motion coor-
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dinated with beam sweep, helping to eliminate
defocusing over the image area, simplifying programming and allowing mappingat lower magnifications.
Although compositional mapping provides a new
way for the study of minerals, it has somedisadvantages. We have compared mapping with point
counting along lines acrosszonesof artificial plagioclase crystals. The point counts along the line
showed very well the stepwisedecreasein calcium
outward from the grain center. However, compositional mapping showed zones badly obscured by
calcium highs causedby tiny inclusionsof calcium
silicate.The coarsenessofthe 50 x 40 grids accentuated the effect of the inclusions. If, as on the
newer EM's, X-ray intensities could have been
collected from only the center of each grid square
through digital control of the beam, then only an
occasionalinclusion would be in the beam.
Very sharp compositionalboundariesof mineral
grains where an element concentration changes
from a very high value to or near zero "smears" to
give a width to the region where none exists. The
smearing results from several factors: (1) finite
beamdiameter;(2)contouringmethod;(3) sampling
of all of each sampling grid square, instead of one
point of the grid square; (4) smoothing; (5) topography at boundaries; (6) real smearingof the boundaries during samplepolishingand (7) random statistical errors in the X-ray intensities.Samplingonly
one point per grid square coupled with smoothing
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could improve the boundary definition significantly.
Currently, when looking critically at a boundary
area, we simply increase the magnification from
500x to 1000x or 2000x which almost doublesor
quadruples boundary resolution.
Finally, compositional mapping can work on
EM's or scanningelectron microscopesequipped
with energy dispersivesystems.Using energy dispersive detectorseliminatesthe spectrometerdefocusing corrections, but complicatesand increases
data collection timing.
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